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NONDETERMINISM THROUGH
WELL-FOUNDED CHOICE*

W E I D O N G C H E N AND J I N G H O N G ZENG*
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This paper introduces nondeterminism into logic programs with negation
by associating functional dependencies with some predicates, and develops
the well-founded choice semantics. Each program has at least one wellfounded choice model. The well-founded choice semantics extends the
well-founded semantics with nondeterminism, while maintaining the
robustness and polynomial time data complexity of the well-founded
semantics. It generalizes the stable model semantics of Datalog with
choice to logic programs with negation, and yet avoids the problem of NPcompleteness of the existence of stable models in general. Although
model-theoretic in nature, the well-founded choice semantics expresses
precisely nondeterministic polynomial-time queries (NDB-PTIME). We
present a nondeterministic fixpoint semantics that is sound and complete
with respect to the well-founded choice semantics.

<l

1. INTRODUCTION
Nondeterminism arises naturally in everyday life. For instance, a common problem
facing a group of people going out for lunch is to determine where to dine, and
quite frequently, some people do not care where as long as it is quick. In database
applications, users may not be interested in all possible answers. For example, an
instructor may have to select arbitrarily three students in a class and keep copies of
all their projects and exams for future accreditation evaluation. In object-oriented
databases, the exact values of object identities are irrelevant as long as they are
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distinct from each other. Besides enhanced modeling capabilities, nondeterministic
languages tend to have more expressive power than their deterministic counterparts. In fact, no known deterministic logic languages can express all and only the
queries computable in polynomial time, e.g., the parity query [8].
Abiteboul and Vianu studied systematically various nondeterministic languages
for queries and updates [3]. The languages include fixpoint queries with a witness
operator and production rule extensions of Datalog. Languages that express
precisely nondeterministic polynomial-time queries (NDB-PTIME) or nondeterministic polynomial-space queries (NDB-PSPACE) [2, 4] are identified. Unfortunately the semantics of these languages can be understood only in operational
terms, compromising the declarative property of query languages.
Existing declarative semantics of deductive databases and logic programs does
not provide satisfactory support for nondeterminism either. Two dominant proposals are the well-founded semantics [25] and the stable model semantics [12]. The
well-founded semantics is uniquely defined for every logic program and has a
polynomial-time data complexity [25]. It has no support for nondeterminism and
has limited expressive power. As shown in [24], a generalization of the well-founded
semantics to programs with arbitrary first-order formulas in rule bodies is equivalent to fixpoint logic on finite structures, and it is known that the parity query is not
expressible in fixpoint logic [8]. The possible multiplicity of stable models [12], on
the other hand, offers a natural form of nondeterminism. Stable models also
support reasoning by cases, which is not handled by the well-founded semantics.
However, the nondeterminism through stable models carries a hefty price as the
general problem of the existence of stable models of a propositional logic program
is NP-complete [19].
The choice construct is an attempt to enhance the expressive power of the
declarative semantics of Datalog by nondeterminism. A Datalog program with
choice may have choice goals of the form choice(X, Y) in the body of a rule, which
indicates the functional dependency X ~ Y. The functional dependency should be
satisfied by the set of all instances of the head that are derived from the rule.
Several semantics have been proposed for Datalog with choice. The semantics of
static choice [16] is defined by choice models, but works for only nonrecursive
programs. The model-theoretic choice [22] is characterized by transforming a
Datalog program with choice into a logic program with negation. The semantics is
then given by the stable models of the resulting logic program. The dynamic choice
fixpoint [13] is an operational procedure that is sound with respect to the modeltheoretic choice, but is not complete.
From a programming point of view, several properties of a language are
desirable. One is a declarative semantics that is independent of any operational or
implementation details. It facilitates the understanding of a program. Second, the
robustness of a declarative semantics ensures that every program has a welldefined meaning. The well-founded semantics [25] is a prime example. Third, a
declarative semantics should be efficiently computable. For instance, both the
well-founded semantics and the model-theoretic choice have a polynomial-time
data complexity. Finally a declarative semantics should be able to express all
queries computable in polynomial-time.
This paper presents a language and its declarative semantics that satisfies all the
aforementioned properties. Logic programs with negation are augmented with
functional dependencies of predicates according to specific applications. A nonde-
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terministic declarative semantics, called the well-founded choice semantics, is defined, which combines the advantages of both the well-founded semantics and
stable models. It extends the well-founded semantics with nondeterminism, and yet
it is well defined for every logic program and has a polynomial-time data complexity. It expresses exactly nondeterministic polynomial-time queries (NDB-PTIME)
and thus provides a declarative language for an important class of queries. We
develop a nondeterministic fixpoint semantics and show that it is sound and
complete with respect to the well-founded choice semantics.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the choice
construct and several semantics that have been proposed for Datalog programs
with choice [13, 16, 22]. It then motivates by examples the well-founded choice that
is applicable to all logic programs. Section 3 defines the well-founded choice
semantics and establishes its relationship with the well-founded semantics, the
three-valued stable models, and the model-theoretic choice [22]. Section 4 presents
a nondeterministic fixpoint semantics for computing the well-founded choice semantics. The fixpoint semantics is sound and complete and has a polynomial-time
data complexity for function-free logic programs. Section 5 proves that the wellfounded choice semantics expresses exactly nondeterministic polynomial-time
queries (NDB-PTIME). Section 6 compares with related work and Section 7
concludes with a brief summary.
2. NONDETERMINISM BY CHOICE
The nondeterminism supported by the choice construct [16] is based upon a simple
and elegant idea. That is, given a relation r (as a set of tuples) and some functional
dependencies FDs, there exist, in general, multiple maximal subsets of r that
satisfy FDs. Krishnamurthy and Naqvi [16] introduced choice goals into Datalog
programs, i.e., positive and function-free programs, to allow users to specify
nondeterminism explicitly. The choice construct has been implemented in LDL [20]
and proven useful in various applications [14].

Example 2.1. Consider the classic example of selecting an arbitrary student for
each class [22]:

a_st (Course,St) :-takes(St,Course) ,choice((Course) ,(St)).
takes(andy,english).
takes(ann,math).
takes(mark,english).
takes(mark,math).
The choice goal in the first rule represents the functional dependency, Course ~ St,
that should be satisfied by the set of all answers for a_st (or more precisely, by the
set of all answers for a s t derived using that rule). Intuitively the relation a_st
should be a maximal subset of the relation takes that satisfies the functional
dependency. It is not hard to see that there are four possible relations for a_st in
this case.
While the idea of choice goals looks simple, it is no easy matter to characterize
its model-theoretic semantics. Initially, the choice models of a Datalog program P
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with choice in [16] were constructed in three steps. First, the least Herbrand model
M of P with all choice goals deleted is computed. M provides a base from which
choices can be made. Second, a maximal relation of choice tuples is selected from
M for each occurrence of a choice goal in P. Third, the least Herbrand model of P
augmented with facts for the selected choice tuples is constructed, which is called a
choice model. This approach is termed static choice in [13] as all the choices are
made once in the second step.
As pointed out in [13, 22], the static choice works for nonrecursive programs, but
fails to deliver models that maximally satisfy the given functional dependencies. It
is not conducive to effective implementation when programs are recursive. In [22],
Sacc~ and Zaniolo took a different approach, in which a Datalog program with
choice is transformed into a logic program. For instance, the rule for a_st in
Example 1 is translated into the following rules:

a_st( Course,St ) :-takes( St ,Course ),chosen( St ,Course ) .
chosen(St,Course) :-takes(St,Course), ~ diffChoice( St ,Course ) .
diffChoice ( St ,Course) :-chosen ( St 1 ,Course), ~ St = St 1.
The semantics of the original positive program with choice is defined by the set of
all stable models of the resulting program with negation. Furthermore, the data
complexity of computing any of the stable models is polynomial-time [14]. This
approach is termed model-theoretic choice in [13]. Clearly the polynomial-time data
complexity will not be preserved if the approach is generalized to programs with
arbitrary negation.
We consider logic programs with choice, possibly containing negation and
function symbols. Our approach is different in two aspects. Syntactically, we
associate functional dependencies with predicates instead of with rules. Let p be
an n-ary predicate. A functional dependency (FD) for p is of the form
p( X 1..... X n / L --* R)
where X 1..... X n are distinct variables, and L and R are subsets of {X 1..... Xn}.
Associating functional dependencies with predicates guarantees that the relation
for each predicate would satisfy all the relevant functional dependencies. The
choice goals, on the other hand, only ensure functional dependencies in each rule.

Example 2.2. Consider the following positive program with choice goals:
p( X , Y ) :-q(X, Y), choice( ( X ) , ( Y ) ) .
p( X , Y ) :-r( X , r ) , choice((X), ( Y ) ).
q(a,b),

q(a,c).

r(a, 1).

r(b,2).

According to the model-theoretic choice, there are two models, whose restrictions
to p are

{p(a,b),p(a,1),p(b,2)}

and

{p(a,c),p(a,1),p(b,2)}.

Neither model satisfies X--* Y for p ( X , Y ) . That is, the functional dependencies
are not associated with predicates, but with rules.
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It should be mentioned that choice goals can be simulated using predicates with
functional dependencies, and vice versa.
Semantically, our approach is based upon the well-founded semantics instead of
stable models. Notice that a straightforward generalization of the model-theoretic
choice to logic programs with negation does not work. The reason is that stable
models may not exist for a logic program, and that the problem of the existence of
a stable model for a propositional logic program with negation is NP-complete [19].
Perhaps the notion of stable models is much too powerful for a simple operation
like choice. In fact, the notion of stable models involves choosing an entire model
and checking if the model can be derived from itself. In contrast, the choice
construct requires only that the selection out of certain previously derived tuples
not violate functional dependencies specified by users.
We integrate the well-founded semantics with choices based upon functional
dependencies of predicates. The resulting semantics is called well-founded choice.
The choices are restricted to selections of tuples for predicates with functional
dependencies.

Example 2.3. The following program selects an arbitrary winning position if
there exists one. The rule for win(X) says that X is a winning position if there is a
move from X to a position Y that is not a winning position.
awin( X / { } ~ X ) .
awin( X ) :-win(X).
w i n ( X ) :-move( X , Y ) , ~ w i n ( Y ) .
move(a,b),

move(b,a),

move(c,d).

The functional dependency for awin(X) is {} ~ X , with an empty left-hand side.
The only room of choice here is in selecting which (true) tuple of win should be
added to awin. According to the well-founded semantics, c is the only winning
position, and therefore is the sole choice for awin.
Should we follow a straightforward generalization of the model-theoretic choice,
the above program would be transformed into the following logic program:

awin( X ) :-win(X) ,chosen(X).
chosen(X) :-win(X), ~ diffChoice( X ) .
diffChoice( X ) :-chosen(Y), ~ X = Y.
w i n ( X ) :-move( X , Y ) , ~ w i n ( Y ) .
move(a,b),

move(b,a),

move(c,d).

It has four (two-valued) stable models whose restrictions to win and awin are

{awin(a),win(a),win(c)},

{awin(c),win(a),win(c)}

{ awin( b ) , win( b ) , win( c ) } ,

{ awin( c ) , win( b ), win( c ) } .

The definition of a two-valued stable model of a logic program [12] is such that a
two-valued model is stable if and only if it can be derived from itself using the
program. If a two-valued model is represented as a set of ground negative literals
that are true, assumptions can be made about not only ~ diffChoice(X), but also
~ win(Y), in the definition of a stable model of the program above.
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3. WELL-FOUNDED CHOICE
This section describes the syntax and semantics of the well-founded choice, and
establishes its relationship with the well-founded semantics, three-valued stable
models, and the model-theoretic choice.

3.1. W e l l - F o u n d e d C h o i c e M o d e l s
We augment a logic program with functional dependencies for certain predicates.
The basic terminologies of logic programs [18] and functional dependencies [23] are
assumed if they are not defined here.
A n atom is of the from p ( t 1. . . . , t,), where p is an n-ary predicate symbol and
t 1.... ,t, are terms. For an atom A, A is a positive literal and ~ A is a negative
literal, and they are complements of each other. A rule is of the form
A :-L1,. •., Ln
where A, the head of the rule, is an atom, and L 1. . . . . L , (n >_ 0), the body of the
rule, are literals. If every L i (1 < i < n) is an atom, the rule is a definite rule. If
n = 0, the rule is called a fact. A logic program (or simply program) is a set of rules.
A positive program is one that consists of only definite rules. A ground atom
(literal, rule, program) is one that is variable-free.
The Herbrand universe of a program P is the set of all ground terms that may be
constructed from the constants and function symbols appearing in P. An arbitrary
constant is added if no constant occurs in P. T h e Herbrand base of P, denoted by
~'p, is the set of all ground atoms with predicates occurring in P whose arguments
are in the Herbrand universe of P. T h e Herbrand instantiation of P is the (possibly
infinite) set of all ground rules obtained by substituting terms in the Herbrand
universe for variables in rules in P.
Let P be a logic program and ~'p be the Herbrand base of P. A set ! of ground
literals is consistent if for no ground atom A, both A and ~ A are in I. We denote
by P o s ( I ) the set of positive literals in I, N e g ( I ) the set of ground atoms whose
complements are in I, and U n d ( I ) the set ~q~p- P o s ( l ) - Neg(I). An interpretation
I is a consistent set of ground literals.
Let p be an n-ary predicate. A functional dependency ( F D ) for p is of the form
p ( X 1. . . . , X, J L ~ R )
where X~,..., Xn are distinct variables, and L and R are subsets of {X 1. . . . . An}.
Without loss of generality, we assume that R is always a singleton set {Xj}. We also
assume that all functional dependencies are nontrivial, i.e., the variable Xj in R
does not occur in L. We write L and R as a variable if they are singleton sets. For
convenience, multiple FDs for an n-ary predicate p can be described together in
the form
p ( X I , . . ., X ~ / L 1 -~ R1; "" ; Lg --~ Rk )
which is a shorthand for k FDs of p.
Definition 3.1. Let I be an interpretation, and p be an n-ary predicate with an FD
of the form p ( X 1. . . . . X n / L --* R). Then I satisfies the F D if there exist no two
ground positive literals of p, p ( t I . . . . . tn) and p ( s I . . . . . s,) in I, where for every
variable X i ~ L, t i = si, and for some variable Xj ~ R, tj q: sj.
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A choice program is a logic program P augmented with a set of FDs for some
predicates in P. A choice program is positive if P is positive, and is stratified if P
is stratified [6]. A predicate p in P is constrained if p has functional dependencies
associated with it. In the rest of the paper, we may refer to a logic program simply
as a program, but always mention a choice program in an explicit manner.
Example 3.1. The following choice program is adapted from [11]. It computes an
arbitrary linear ordering over a domain of values.
min( M i n / { } ~ Min).
min( Min) :-dom( Min).
d o n e ( X ) :-min( X ) .
d o n e ( X ) :-succ(_, X ) .
succ( X , Y / X ~ Y; Y ~ X ) .
succ( X , Y ) :-rain(Min), d o r a ( Y ) , ~ Y = Min, d o n e ( X ) , ~ X = Y.
The predicate min chooses an arbitrary element from predicate dora as the
minimum element. Notice that the left-hand side of the FD for rain is empty. The
predicate succ is recursive. The body of the rule for succ selects the next element
Y that is distinct from its predecessor and from the minimum element. The two
FDs of predicate succ ensure that the successor and the predecessor of an element
are both unique (if they exist). Rather than as a filter that selects tuples for succ at
the end, the FDs of succ play an active role in the derivation of each tuple of succ.
The declarative semantics of a choice program P will be defined in terms of a
logic program that is derived from P by incorporating all functional dependencies
in P. For every constrained predicate p in P, which has associated functional
dependencies, we introduce two new distinct predicates of the same arity, basep
and d%. Predicate basep represents the generator of possible tuples for p, and dcp
acts as a filter to select tuples for p so that all functional dependencies of p are
satisfied. P is transformed as follows, where p is any constrained n-ary predicate
(for some n).
1. For each rule in P with p in the head, replace p in the head with basep.
2. Introduce the following rule for p:

p ( X1,.. ., X , ) :-basep( X l , . . . , X , ) , ~ dcp( X x..... X , ) .
3. For each FD of p, p ( X 1..... X n / L ~ X : ) , in P, add the following rule for
dcp:

dcp( I:1 ..... Y~) :-p ( Z 1..... Z , ) , EQ, N E Q
where Y1. . . . . Yn and Z a. . . . . Z n are distinct variables, EQ is the conjunction
of Y~= Z i for all i such that X i ~ L, and N E Q is ~ Yj = Z i. Each rule for dcp
represents a possible violation of a functional dependency of p.
The resulting logic program is denoted by PN.

Example 3.2. For the choice program P in Example 3.1, the corresponding logic
program P N is as follows:
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basemin( Min) :-dora(Min).
ram(Min) :-base,,in (Min), ~ dc,,in ( Min).
dcmin(M1) :-min(M2), ~ M1 = M2.
done(X) :-min( X ) .
done(X) :-succ( - , X ) .
base su¢¢( X, Y) :min( Min), dom( Y ) , ~ Y= Min, done(X), ~ X = Y.
succ( X,Y):-basesucc( X , Y ) , ~ dcsucc( X , Y ).
dcsucc(X1,Y1):-succ(X2,Y2), X1 = X 2 , ~ Y1 = Y2.
dcsucc(X1,Y1):-succ(X2,Y2),Y1 = Y2, ~ X 1 = X 2 .
Notice that basesucc depends upon succ.
For a constrained predicate p, the new predicate basep represents the set of
tuples from which tuples of p are going to be selected. In general, basep may
depend upon p as shown in Example 3.2. The negative literal ~ dcp in the body of
the rule for p is used to select tuples for p from those of basep in such a way that
all functional dependencies for p are satisfied. Furthermore, that is the only place
where dcp occurs in the body of a rule. Each rule for dcp represents the violation
of one functional dependency of p.
To define the well-founded choice semantics of a choice program, we first review
the definition of the well-founded partial model of a logic program P [25].

Definition 3.2. [25] Let P be a logic program, I be an interpretation, and U be a
subset of the Herbrand base ~'e. U is an unfounded set of P with respect to I if
every atom A ~ U satisfies the following condition: for every ground instance of
a rule in P whose head is A, either
•

some literal L in the body is false in I; or

•

some positive literal L in the body is also in U.

The union of all unfounded sets of P with respect to I coincides with the

greatest unfounded set of P with respect to I, denoted by Ue(l).
Definition 3.3. [25] Let P be a logic program, and I be an interpretation. Transformations Tp and We are defined as follows:
•

A ~ T p ( I ) if and only if there is a ground instance of some rule in P with
head A such that all literals in the body are true in I;

•

W e ( l ) = T p ( I ) U { ~ A [ A ~ Ue(I)}.

Transformations Te, Up, and We are known to be monotonic [25]. The powers
W~ are defined as follows, where a ranges over all countable ordinals.
•

For any limit ordinal a,

w ; = O ~<owf.
Note that W° = O.
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F o r a successor ordinal ot + 1,

W ; +1 = Wp (Wpa).

•

Finally,

w ; = o ~w;.
The well-founded partial model of a program P, denoted by WF(P), is W~p.

Definition 3.4. Let P be a logic program and C be a set of ground negative literals.
The reduction of P with respect to C, denoted by P ~ C, is the program
obtained from the Herbrand instantiation of P by deleting every negative literal
in C.
Lemrna 3.1. Let P be a logic program, and C be a set of ground negative literals that
are undefined in WF(P). Then WF(P) c_ WF(P $ C).
PROOF. By definition, WF(P) = W~p = U ~Wfl. Since C is a set of ground negative
literals that are undefined in WF(P), all literals in C are undefined in Wfl. We
prove by induction on a that Wp _ W,g+ c.
The basis case, a = 0, is trivial since W° ---Wp°+c = Q. For a successor ordinal
a + 1,

Tp(W;) _C%~c(W;)
by the construction of P $ C. By inductive hypothesis, Wfl _ Wfl: c. By the monotonicity of Tp ~o
Te: c ( W ; ) -c Tp ~c (W;: c).
The definition of Up(W~) depends upon literals in the rule bodies of the
Herbrand instantiation of P that are either false in Wp~ or positive. Since all
literals in C are negative and undefined in We%

u p ( w ; ) _c u p : c ( w ; )
by the construction of P $ C. And

by inductive hypothesis and the monotonicity of Up: c. It follows that Wp + 1 c- - w" ' P $"+
1
C"
The case of a limit ordinal a follows directly by inductive hypothesis.
[]

Lemma 3.2. Let P be a logic program, and C be any set of ground negative literals that
are true in WF(P). Then WF(P) = WF(P $ C).
PROOF. We prove by induction on o~ that Wp" c_ WT+ c _c WF(P). For the basis case,
= 0, w ° = W ° ~ c = 0 c_ WF(P).
For a successor ordinal a + 1, it holds by the construction of P $ C that

~(w;)

c % ~c ( w ; ) .
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By inductive hypothesis, W ; __.W;~ c. By the monotonicity of Tp ~c,
Te ~c ( W ; ) c- Te ~c(W;~ c).
By inductive hypothesis, W ~ c ___WF(P). By assumption, C is a set of ground
negative literals that are true in WF(P). Thus
Tp +c ( W L c ) c_Tp(WF(P)).
The definition of Up(W;) depends upon literals in the rule bodies of the
Herbrand instantiation of P that are either false in W ; or positive. Since all
literals in C are negative and are not false in Wp~,

up(w;)

up c(w;) •

By inductive hypothesis, Wp~ c_W ~ c. By the monotonicity of Up ~c,

c(W;) c_

c(W; c).

By inductive hypothesis, Wfl~c __ WF(P). By assumption, all literals in C are
negative and are true in WF(P), and so all literals in C are not false in WF(P) or
W ~ c. Thus
Up c(W; c) __ U p ( W F ( P ) ) .
It follows that W ; +1 r-w~+l
c Wp(WF(P))= WF(P).
~'~ " ' P , L C - The case of a limit ordinal ~ follows directly from the inductive hypothesis.
Definition 3.5. Let P be a choice program and PN be the corresponding logic
program. A choice ~ is a set of ground negative literals of predicates dcp for all
constrained predicates p in P.

A choice ~' is stable if and only if for every ground negative literal L of dcp for
any constrained predicate p in P, L ~ ~ if and only if L ~ WF(PN $ ~'). A stable
choice ~' is consistent if and only if WF(PN $ ~ ) satisfies all functional dependencies of P.
A choice ~ is well-founded if and only if ~ is a maximal consistent stable choice
(with respect to set inclusion), in which case WF(PN $ ~ ) is called a well-founded
choice model of P. The semantics of P is defined by the set of all its well-founded
choice models.
Lemma 3.3. Let P be a choice program, PN be the corresponding logic program, and
C 1 and C 2 be consistent stable choices such that C 1 c C z. Let P1 be PN $ C 1 and
P2 be PN $ C z. Then WF(P1) c_ WF(P2).

PROOF. Notice that P2 =P1 $ ( C 2 - C1). We prove by induction on a that W~ ___
W~2. The basis case, ot = 0, is trivial. For a successor ordinal a + 1,
Tp,(Wz ) __c_Tp2(Wp~ )
since P2 = PI $(C2 -C1). By inductive hypothesis and the monotonicity of Tp2,
Te2(W~ ) - Te2(W;2) •
Let U1 -- UeI(W~). By definition, for every A ~ U1, and for every ground instance r
of a rule in PI whose head is A, either
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(a) some literal L in the body is false in Wp~; or
(b) some positive literal L in the body is also in U1.
Since P 2 = P I , ~ ( C 2 - C 1
), either r is in P2 or there is a rule r' in Pz that is
obtained from r by deleting some ground negative literals from r that are in
C2 - C1. In (a), if L is an atom, L remains in r'. If L is of the form ~ B for some
atom B ~ W ~ , then B ~ W ~ ___WF(P 2) by inductive hypothesis. Since C2 is a
consistent stable choice, L ~ C2, which means that L remains in the corresponding
rule r' in P2. Therefore U1 is an unfounded set of P2 with respect to W~. Hence

Wp~+ 1 C_.Wp~+ 1.
The case of a limit ordinal a follows directly from the inductive hypothesis.

3.2. Relationship to Other Semantics
Let P be a choice program and PN be the corresponding logic program. If P does
not have any functional dependencies, P is simply a logic program, in which case
there is a unique well-founded choice model of P that is the same as the
well-founded partial model of P.
In general, the well-founded choice models of P are three-valued stable models
of PN [21] with certain desirable properties. That is, they capture the intuition of
nondeterminism based upon functional dependencies. We review the basic definitions of three-valued stable models.

Definition 3.6. [21] Let I and J be interpretations. There are two natural orderings
between interpretations, namely the truth ordering ~ and the information
ordering c_, where
•

I ~ J if Pos(I) c_Pos(J) and Neg(I) ~_Neg(J);

•

Ic_J if Pos(I) c_Pos(J) and Neg(1) c_Neg(J).

Models that are least in the sense of the truth ordering ~ are called least models.
Models that are smallest in the sense of information ordering ___ are called
smallest models.
We assume that there is a special ground atom u. Atom u is always undefined,
i.e., u ~ Und(I) for every interpretation I. It can appear only in the body of a rule
in a program. A non-negative program is a set of rules whose bodies do not contain
any negative literals, but may have atom u.

Theorem 3.1. [21] Every non-negative program P has a unique least three-valued
model, denoted by LPM( P).
An interpretation I can be determined by specifying Pos(I) and Und(I). Let P be
a program possibly containing undefined atom u in the bodies of rules, and I be an
interpretation. We define Tp(I) such that

•

A ~ Pos(re(I)) if and only if there is a rule A ~ 11. . . . . L n in the Herbrand
instantiation of P and all Li's are true in I;

•

A ~ Und(~'e(I)) if A ~ Pos(rp(I)) and there is a rule A ~ L 1. . . . . t n in the
Herbrand instantiation of P and all Li's are true or undefined in I.
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Let {} be the least interpretation (in which all ground atoms are false). The powers
of r e are defined as follows:
~-p 1' n = zp (~'e 1"(n - 1))
= LJ { z e 1` k: k < n}

if n is a successor ordinal
if n is a limit ordinal

where U is the least upper bound operation of interpretations with respect to the
truth ordering ~ .

Lemma 3. 4. [10] The least three-valued model of a non-negative program P, LPM( P ),
coincides with the least fixpoint of Tp, which is equal to re 1` to.
Definition 3.7. [21] Let P be a program and I be an interpretation. The (threevalued) Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation of P with respect to I, denoted by P / l ,
is the non-negative program obtained from the Herbrand instantiation of P by
•

deleting every rule with a negative literal in the body that is false in I; and

•

deleting every negative literal in the body of a rule that is true in I; and

•

replacing every negative literal with u in the body of a rule that is undefined
in I.

I is a three-valued stable model of P if and only if I is the least three-valued model
LPM(P/I). The set of all three-valued stable models of P is denoted by ~v(p).

Theorem 3.2. [21] Let P be a logic program, and WF(P) be the well-founded partial
model of P. Then WF(P) is the smallest three-valued stable model of P. Stable
models as defined by Gelfond and Lifschitz coincide with two-valued stable models.
Theorem 3.3. Let P be a choice program, and PN be the corresponding logic program.
The following properties hold:
i. Every well-founded choice model M of P is a three-valued stable model of PN.
ii. For each well-founded choice model M of P and each constrained predicate p in
P, let PM denote the relation {ilp(~)~ M} and (basep) M denote the relation
{i]basep(i) ~ M}. Then PM is a maximal subset of (basep) M that satisfies all
functional dependencies of p.
iii. If P is stratified, all the well-founded choice models of P are total, i.e.,
two-valued.
PROOF. (i) Let M be a well-founded choice model of P. By definition, for some
maximal consistent stable choice ~ , M = WF(PN $ ~). Since the well-founded
partial model of PN $ ~ is also a three-valued stable model of PN $ ~, M =
LPM((PN $ ~ ) / M ) . As ~ is a stable choice, ~___M and (PN $ ~ ) / M = P N / M .
Therefore M = L P M ( P N / M ) and M is a three-valued stable model of PN.
(ii) Let M be a well-founded choice model of P. By definition, for some
maximal consistent stable choice ~ , M = WF(PN $ ~). Let p be a constrained
predicate in P.
We show first that PM satisfies all functional dependencies of p. Suppose that it
does not. Then there exists p ( i ) and p(~) in PM such that {p(T),p(~')} violates
some functional dependencies. Since both p ( i ) and p(~) are true in M,
dcp(~)
~
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and ~ dcp(~') must be true in M. However, p ( i ) ~ M and p(~')~ M also imply
that d c p ( i ) ~ M and dcp(g')~M since {p(i),p(g')} violates some functional dependencies. This is a contradiction, and so PM must satisfy all functional dependencies of p.
Suppose that PM is not a maximal subset of (basep) M that satisfies all functional
dependencies of p. Then for some i, basep(i)~ M and p ( i ) ~ M and PM U {i}
satisfies all functional dependencies of p. Notice that dcp(i) cannot be true in M
since PM t_){i} satisfies all functional dependencies of p, and dce(i) cannot be
false in M since p(T) ~ M. Hence dc.,(1) must be undefined in M and so is p ( i ) .
Consider the choice ~ ' = ~ u { ~ dcp(i')}. Notice that

PN $ •' = ( PN $ V ) $ { ~ dCp(•) ).
Let M' = WF(PN $ ~'). Then by Lemma 3.1, M = WF(PN $ ~) c_ WF(PN $ ~') =
M r"

Since basep(i)~Mc_M', p ( i ) ~ M ' . Let ~ be an arbitrary tuple of ground
terms such that {p(i),p(g')} violates some functional dependency of p. Since
p ( i ) ~ M', dcp(1) is true in M', which means that ~ dcp(g') is false in M' and p(~')
is false in M'. Therefore d%(1) is false in M' and so ~ dcp(i) ~ M'.
Let ~'* be the set of ground negative literals
dcq(s') in M' for all constrained
predicates q in P. Then M ' = WF(PN $ ~ * ) by Lemma 3.2 and so ~* is a
consistent stable choice and is a proper superset of P, a contradiction.
(iii) Let P be a stratified choice program and M be a well-founded choice
model of P. By definition, there exists a stratification of P, say P1 tA ... U Ph, for
some h > 0. Similarly PN can be decomposed into PN 1 W ... u PNh, where PN~
(1 _<i _<h) is obtained from Pi by the transformation that incorporates all functional dependencies of predicates defined in Pi into rules.
By (i), M is a three-valued stable model and so M = LPM(PN/M). By Lemma
3.4, M TpN/M • tO. Suppose that M is not two-valued. Let i be the least stratum
such that some ground atom of some predicate defined in PN~ is undefined in M.
By the definition of stratification and PN~, the following kinds of ground literals
occur in the body of a rule in the Herbrand instantiation of PN~:
~

=

•

those of predicates that are defined in PN 1 U ... U PNi_ 1;

•

positive literals of predicates that are defined in PN~;

•

negative literals of the form ~ dcp(t'), where p is a constrained predicate
defined in PN~ and t' is a tuple of ground terms.

By assumption, all ground literals of predicates that are defined in PN 1 u ... u
PN~_ 1 are either true or false in M.
Since some ground atom of some predicate defined in PN~ is undefined in M,
some dcp(t') must be undefined in M, where p is a constrained predicate defined
in PN/ and i' is a tuple of ground terms. In PNJM, the undefined atom u occurs
only in the body of an instance of a rule with a constrained predicate p in the
head. Let A be the ground atom such that A ~ Und(M) and A ~ Und('rkeN/M) for
the least integer k. Then A must be of the form p(/') for some constrained
predicate p, and there exists a ground rule of the form

p( i') :-basep( t'),u
where dcp(-t') is undefined in M and ~ dcp(i') has been replaced by u, and
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basep(-i') is true in 7i;N/M.
~-1 By the proof of (ii), adding i to P~t will violate some
functional dependency of p. Thus for some ~ p(g') is true in M and {T,g'} will
violate some functional dependency of p. T h e r e f o r e dcp(t') must be true in M,
contradicting the assumption that dcp(i) is undefined in M. This concludes the
proof by contradiction that M is two-valued.
[]
The well-founded choice semantics is applicable to all logic programs, possibly
with function symbols and negation. For function-free programs without negation,
it extends the model-theoretic choice, or the stable model semantics of Datalog
program with choice by Sacc~t and Zaniolo [22]. Recall that in Datalog with choice,
choice goals are allowed in the body of a rule to enforce functional dependencies.
The transformation of Datalog with choice into our syntax is straightforward. Let
PD be a Datalog program with choice. Let r be a rule in PD with choice goals, of
the form

H:-B, C
where H is a function-free atom, and B is a conjunction of function-free atoms,
and C is conjunction of choice goals all of whose variables occur in B. Let
X1,..., X n be all the distinct variables in B. We introduce a new distinct n-ary
predicate Pr, and replace r with rules:

/-/:'pr( x l ..... x . )

Pr( Xl,..., Xn)Z-O
Pr( X l , • " ", X,/FD)
where FD is the conjunction of functional dependencies transliterated from C in
the obvious way. The resulting choice program is denoted by Pc. We leave it to the
reader to verify that the well-founded choice models of Pc are equivalent to the
stable models of PD, modulo different predicate names that are used in transforming PD and Pc into logic programs.
4. NONDETERMINISTIC FIXPOINT SEMANTICS
To compute the well-founded choice semantics, an operational procedure must be
able to make choices for constrained predicates and propagate the choices. This
section describes a nondeterministic fixpoint semantics that can construct any
well-founded choice model of a choice program. It interleaves two activities,
namely computation of the well-founded semantics and assumption of ground
negative literals of dcp for constrained predicates p in a choice program.
To establish the completeness of the nondeterministic fixpoint semantics with
respect to the well-founded choice models, we represent the collection of all
well-founded choice models of a choice program (possibly with function symbols)
by a transfinite tree, where each branch in the tree is a transfinite sequence and
corresponds to one well-founded choice model (as shown later).

Definition 4.1. Let P be a choice program and PN be the corresponding logic
program. We define a transfinite tree Y in which every branch is a transfinite
sequence and every node is labeled by a pair (C, I), where C is a choice and I is
an interpretation.
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The root node of 3- is labeled by (P0,10), where ~ ' 0 = Q

and I 0 =

WF( PN $ ~o).
Let (Pt3, Its), where 0 </3 < a, be an initial segment of a branch in ~,, where
ot is a limit ordinal. Then the initial segment can be extended by a node
labeled (P,,, I~), where
~=
•

U t ~ < ~ ~ and

I~=WF(PN$~).

Let (~t3, 18), where 0 </3 < a, be an initial segment of a branch in J.. Let

DC be the set of all ground negative literals ~ dcp(t ) where basep(t ) 14
and both dcp(-i') and p ( i ) are undefined in I~ and I~ v {p(i)} does not
violate any functional dependency.
If DC is empty, the node labeled by ( ~ , I s) has a single child (~s+ 1, I,+ 1),
where
~+1=~

and

Is+l=I ~.

If DC is not empty, then for each ~ dcp(i)~DC, the node labeled by
( ~ , , 14) has a child ( ~ + 1, I~+ 1), where

~,~+l=~,~u(~dcp(t'))

and

I~+I=WF(PN$~+I).

According to [17], a tree is a partial order (T, < ) such that for every x c T,
{y E T: y <x} is well ordered by < . The collection of all the pairs (~',, 14) along
all branches in 3-is a tree, with the pairwise subset ordering. (Also see [15] for an
application of a transfinite tree in establishing the completeness of refutational
theorem proving of first-order logic with equality.)

Lemma 4.1. Let P be a choice program, PN be the corresponding logic program, and
~q- be the corresponding transfinite tree. Then the sequences ~ and I, along every
branch in 3-are both monotonic and for every ~, ~ c I~ and I s satisfies every
functional dependency of P.
PROOF. For a successor ordinal a + 1, suppose that there exists a ground instance
of a rule in PN

p ( i ) :-basep(i), ~ dcp(i)
such that p(t') and dcp(i) are undefined in I,, and basep(i) ~ I~, and I, v {p(i)}
satisfies every functional dependency in P. Then

~'a+l=~aU(~d£p(t')} and

I~+I=WF(PN$~s+I).

Obviously ~ c_ ~ + 1" By assumption, both p ( i ) and ~ dcp(i) are undefined in 14.
Note that

PN $ ~,~+1 = ( P N $ ~ ) $ { - d c p ( r ) } .
By Lemma 3.1, 14 _ Is+ 1. By definition,

p(i):-base.(;)
is a ground rule in P N $ ~+1 and basep(t')is true in I, and 14+ 1 as well. Hence
p ( i ) is true in I~+ 1, and dcp(g') is true for every p(~') where {p(t'),p(g')} violates
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some functional dependency of p, and p(g') is false and so ~ dcp(t') must be true
in Ia+l, and ~ + ~ ___I~+~.
Assume that I,,+~ violates some functional dependency of P. Then for some
constrained predicate p and s o m e ground atoms p(t') and p(g'), both p(t') and
p(g') are true in I~+ ~ and {p(t'), p(g')} violates some functional dependency FD of
p. The fact that both p ( t ' ) and p(g') are true in I~+ 1 means that both ~ dcp(t') and
~ dcp(~') must be either in ~,+1 (and so true in I,+ 1) or true in I~+~ in order to
derive p ( i ) and p(g'). But they must be also false in I,,+ ~ since dcp(t') and dcp(~')
can be derived from p(~') and p(t'), respectively, a contradiction. Therefore I,+
satisfies every functional dependency in P.
For a limit ordinal a, ~ = U ~ < ~ . By inductive hypothesis, the sequences ~t~
and I~ for /3 < a are monotonic, and by definition, all literals in ~ , - ~ t ~ are
undefined in I~ for each /3< t~. By Lemma 3.1, It~c_I.. It follows by inductive
hypothesis that ~ _ I,. The argument that I~ satisfies all functional dependencies
in P is similar to that for a successor ordinal.
As the Herbrand base is countable, there exists, for every branch in ~,, a least
countable ordinal a such that ~',,+~ =~'~ and so I~+~ =I~, in which case we
denote I , by I ~ and ~ , by ~'=, respectively.

Lemma 4.2. Let P be a choice program, and P N be the corresponding logic program.
Then for every branch in J,, the corresponding I ~ is a well-founded choice model
of P.
PROOF. By definition, I s = I ~ = WF(PN $ ~ ) for the least countable ordinal a
such that ~ + 1 = ~ . Let ~' be the set of all ground negative literals in I = of the
form ~ dcp(i), where p is a constrained predicate and t' is a tuple of terms. Since
~'~ c_/~, ~ , ___~, and I = = W F ( P N $ ~ ) by Lemma 3.2. Therefore ~ is a consistent
stable choice.
Suppose that there exists a consistent stable choice ~" such that ~ is a proper
subset of ~'. By Lemma 3.3, I s c_ W F ( P N $ ~'). Then all literals in ~ ' - ~ must
be undefined in I s. Let k + 1 be the least ordinal such that W~ N +~,)___I= but
w(k+ 1

pN $ c~,) 9~I ~.

Suppose that A ~ T(eN~,)(W(~ N ~ , ) ) and A ~ / ~ . By definition, there is a
ground rule r in PN $ ~' of the form

A :-L 1. . . . . L ,
such that every L i is true in W~ N ~ , ) . If r is in P N $ ~ , then A ~ I =, a
contradiction. Otherwise, r must be obtained from a rule in PN $ ~ by deleting a
literal ~ dcp(-i') that is in ~ ' - ~. Then r must be of the form p(-i'):-basep(i), and
basep(i) ~ I ~, and adding p ( i ) to I = does not violate any functional dependency
since ~" is a consistent stable choice. It means that ~',+1 cannot be the same as
~,~, a contradiction. Therefore T(pN ~~,)(W(keN ~~,)) C_F °.
Consider U = U(e N ~~,)(W(~,N ~~,)). It follows from the definition of unfounded
sets and the construction of P N ,L ~' that U is an unfounded set of P N ,L ~ with
k
respect t o W(pNj,
W,), and so ~ B ~ / ~ for every B ~ U. This contradicts the
assumption of the least ordinal k + 1. Hence WF(PN ,L ~') c_1~ and ~ ' _ W and so
is a maximal consistent stable choice. Thus /~ is a well-founded choice model
of P.
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Lemma 4.3. Let P be a choice program, and P N be the corresponding logic program.
Then every well-founded choice model M of P is equal to the interpretation I ~
associated with some branch in the transfinite tree J .
PROOF. The transfinite tree f represents a search space of well-founded choice
models. To show that the search space is complete, we prove by induction on a
that every well-founded choice model M is a superset of some I,, that is constructed. Let ~M be the maximal consistent stable choice such that M =

WF( P N $ ~:~M).
For the basis case, I 0 = WF(PN). By Theorem 3.3, M is a three-valued stable
model of P N and I 0 _ M by Theorem 3.2.
For a successor ordinal a + 1, let DC be the set of all ~ d c . ( i ) w h e r e
basep(t) E I~ and both dce(7) and p(t') are undefined in I~ and I~ U [p(t )} does
not violate any functional dependency. If DC is empty, ~ + 1 = ~ and I~+ 1 = I~,
and the lemma follows by inductive hypothesis.
If DC is not empty, each ~ + 1 is of the form ~ u {L} for some L ~ DC, and
I~+ 1 = WF(PN $ ~ + 1 ) - Then I~ is not a well-founded choice model and M - I ~
must be non-empty. Let k + 1 be the least ordinal such that w
k + l ~ ~M) ~ I~. By
•"(PN

inductive hypothesis, ~ c ~M and W(~ N + r,,)c I~.
Consider U = U(pN+~M)(W(~N +~M)). For every A ~ U, and for every rule r in
P N $ ~ g with A in the head, either
(a) some literal L in the body of r is false in W(kpN~ ~M); or
(b) some positive literal B in the body of r is in U.
Notice that W~,N ~~ ) _el, and

P N $ ~M= ( P N J, ~,~) $ ( ~ M - ~,~).
Therefore U is an unfounded set of P N $ ~,~ with respect to I~.
By the assumption of the least ordinal k + l, it must be the case that
W,k
which means that there is a ground rule

p( i') :-basep( t')
in P N $ ~M and basep(t') ~ W(ek N ~ ~M) -c I~, and ~ dcp(t') ~ ~M but ~ dcp(~) is
undefined in I,,. Therefore there is some ~',+ 1 = ~'~ u { ~ dcp(t')} that is a subset of
~M" By definition,
I~+1 = WF( P N $ 7~+1) = U t3W(~pN~ ~o+,).
It can be proved by induction on /3 that W(~eu~~o+,) _ M for every/3 and therefore
1~+ 1 _cM.
For a limit ordinal a,
~=

U~<~

and

I~=WF(PN$~).

By inductive hypothesis, ~ ___I~ ~ M for every/3 < o~. Thus ~ ___~'M" By definition,
I~ = U rW~N ~Wo- Similarly it can be proved by induction on y that W~N ~~ _ M ,
and so 14 ___M.
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This concludes the induction on a, which shows that there exists a sequence I~
such that 16 _ M . Since /~ = I~ for some countable o~, it follows that /~ ___M.
However, by Lemma 4.2, F ° is a well-founded choice model. Therefore M _ F , and
so M = F .
[]

Theorem 4.1. Let P be a choice program and P N be the corresponding logic program.
Then every well-founded choice model of P is equal to the interpretation I °~
associated with some branch in J - a n d vice versa.
PROOF. It follows directly from Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3.

[]

The following lemma illustrates an application of the nondeterministic fixpoint
semantics to the choice program in Example 3.1.

Lemma 4.4. Let D be a finite set of ground facts {dom(al),..., dom(an)}, and Order
be the choice program in Example 3.1. Then every well-founded choice model of
Order td D contains exactly a single fact min(b 1) for predicate rain and exactly the
following factors for predicate succ:
succ ( b 1, b2)."" succ ( b, _ 1, b,)
where b 1. . . . . b n is a permutation o r a l , . . . , a n.
PROOF. The proof follows the computation of the nondeterministic fixpoint semantics by Theorem 4.1. Notice that I 0 consists of D and basemi,(a i) for each
i(1 < i < n). Let b I be an arbitrary a]. Then basemin(b 1) ~ I o and both min(b 1) and
~dcmin(b 1) are undefined in I 0. Let W1 ={"dcmin(bl)} and 11 contains, in
addition to I0, rain(b1) and done(b1).
We prove by induction on k that the facts for rain and succ in I k are exactly

min( b l) , succ( bx, b 2) ,... succ( b k_ 1, bk),
where b l , . . . , b k are k distinct elements selected from {a 1. . . . . an}. The basis case,
k = 1, is already shown.
Consider k + 1. By inductive hypothesis, done(b i) is true in I k for every
i(1 < i < k). Therefore basesucc(X,Y) is in I k for every X ~ {bl,..., b k} and every
Y E {al . . . . . a,} - {b 1} and X¢. Y. The facts succ(bi_l,bi), where 2 < i < k , in I k
imply that succ(b i_ 1, Y ) is false in I k for every Y-~ b i and that succ(Y, bi) is false
in I k for every Y ~ b i_ 1. Thus among facts bases,c~(X,Y) that are true in Ik, only
succ(bk,Y) for Y ~ { a 1..... a n } - { b 1. . . . . b k} is undefined in I k. Let bk+ 1 be an
arbitrary element in {al . . . . . a n} - {b 1. . . . . bk}, and let ~ dc~,cc(b k, bk+ 1) be selected in ~'k.l. Then Ik+ 1 contains
m i n ( bl ) , succ( b I , b 2 ) , ... succ( bk , b k + l ) ,
for rain and succ. This concludes the induction on k.

[]

5. EXPRESSIVE POWER
The lack of expressive power is often cited as a drawback of declarative query
languages. For instance, not all polynomial-time queries can be expressed using the
well-founded semantics of logic programs. This section shows that the well-founded
choice semantics of function-free choice programs expresses precisely nondeter-
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ministic queries that are polynomial-time (NDB-PTIME). Throughout this section,
only function-free choice programs are considered.
We use the notion of queries as database transformations in [4]. Let dom be a
finite set of constants. A database schema R is a finite set of predicates, and an
instance over a database schema R is a finite set of ground facts for predicates in R
whose arguments are in dom. The set of all instances over a database schema R is
denoted by inst(R).

Definition 5.1. [4] Let R and S be database schemas, and let C be a finite subset of
dom.
•

A subset p of inst(R) x inst(S) is C-generic if for each bijection f over dom
which is the identity on C, ( I , J ) ~ p iff ( f ( I ) , f ( J ) ) ~ p;

• A (nondeterministic) (database) transformation (from R to S) is a subset of
inst(R) x inst(S) which is recursively enumerable, and C-generic for some
finite subset C of dom.
For nondeterministic queries, we usually assume that R n S = Q. That is, given
an input database that is an instance over R, an answer for a (nondeterministic)
query is an instance over S that is disjoint from R.

Definition 5.2. [4] Let tape(I) denote some standard encoding of a database I on a
Turing machine (TM) tape. A database transformation p is in NDB-PTIME if
and only if there exists a nondeterministic TM M such that
•

under an input tape(l), the set of tapes reached by M in an accepting state is

{tape(J) I(1, J) ~ p)
and
•

there exists a polynomial g(n) such that M halts in at most g(Itape(I)l) steps
under an input tape(l), where Itape(I)l is the length of the encoding tape(l).

Let P be a choice program that uses predicates in a database schema R and
defines all predicates in S. To simulate whether a T M enters an accepting state, we
assume that S contains a zero-ary predicate accept. Associated with a choice
program P, there is a corresponding (nondeterministic) database transformation
p(P) such that given an instance I over R (as a set of facts), (I, J ) ~ p(P) if and
only if there is a well-founded choice model M of P U I, and J is the set of all facts
in M for predicates in S, and accept ~ J. We say that p(P) is expressed by P. The
main result of this section is the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1. A database transformation p (from a database schema R to a database
schema S where R n S = Q~) is in NDB-PTIME if and only if p is expressed by
some choice program P.
The if part follows from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.1, which show that every
well-founded choice model of P can be computed by an inflationary nondeterministic fixpoint semantics. Since the size of each well-founded choice model is
polynomial in the size of an instance of R, its construction using an inflationary
nondeterministic fixpoint semantics takes polynomial time.
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To prove the only-if part, we construct a choice program P ( p ) whose associated
database transformation is p.
We adopt the common assumption that the domain of constants has at least two
elements, in order to build a nontrivial counter. The construction of P ( p ) may
contain constants that are not in the domain of a database. For convenience, we
assume a domain predicate dom for each database.
Let p be a database transformation in N D B - P T I M E from a database schema R
to a database schema S where R n S = Q. Let M be a nondeterministic T M that
computes p as in Definition 5.2. The construction of P ( p ) involves three steps:
1. Given an instance I over R, construct an encoding tape(l) on the tape of M.
2. Simulate the computation of M.
3. After M halts, construct J from tape(J) on the tape of M.
By assumption, there exists a polynomial g ( n ) such that M terminates in at most
g(Itape(I)l) steps for every instance I of R.
The simulation of M requires a polynomial counter. Lemma 4.4 shows that a
linear order over d o m can be constructed by the choice program Order. A
polynomial counter from 0 to [dom[ k - 1 can be constructed using a predicate next
of arity 2k [7]:
firstl( X ) :-min( X ).
lastl( X ) :-dom( X ) , ~ s( X ) .
s( X ) :-succ( X , Y ) .
first( X . . . . . X ) :-first l ( X ) .
last( X . . . . . X ) :-last l ( X ) .
next( X k . . . . . X z , X~, X k . . . . . X2, X 1) :-succ( X1, X~ ) .
next( X k . . . . , X ' , Min, . . . , Min, X k . . . . . Xi, Max . . . . . Max):succ( X i , X ; ), first l ( Min ) , last l ( Max ) .
where 1 < i < k. The rules of next simulate the operation of adding 1 to obtain the
next number, where each number has k digits and constants in d o m are used as
digits.
The encoding in step (1) of an instance I over R into an initial tape configuration tape(l) can be constructed following [7], and so is the decoding in step (3). Let
I be a database consisting of relations P o , P l , . . . , P m of arities ao,a 1. . . . . am,
respectively. The key idea is to view each tuple as an address on the tape, and set
the corresponding cell to 1 or 0, depending upon whether the tuple is in the
database or not. More concretely, let 3' be max{a o, a 1.... , a m} + 2. The extra arities
are used to distinguish between tuples from different relations, and to ensure that
some blank space be left to separate relations. Each tuple (cl . . . . . ca,) in relation
Pi is then viewed as a number or an address ( i , 0 . . . . . 0,c 1. . . . . ca,), where the base
is determined by the domain d o m of constants, and 0 is the first element according
to a linear ordering over dom and is used for padding. (For simplicity, there is an
implicit assumption that Idoml is larger than the number of relations in I.) The
encoding requires stratified negation.
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The simulation of M here is different from that in [7]. In [7], an alternating
Turing machine is simulated using hypothetical rules and the sequence of database
states corresponds to the sequence of the machine states. In our case, the sequence
of the machine states is captured in a single well-founded choice model, and tuples
for different states are distinguished by time stamps. This is similar to the
simulation in [5]. The nondeterministic choice of the next move at each step is
naturally modeled by associating functional dependencies with a move predicate.
The details are as follows.
Let M be a one-tape, nondeterministic, polynomial-time TM
( ~ , J , , J , & b, q0, qf), where ~ is the set of states, 3- is the set of tape symbols;
J c _ J - is the set of input symbols; b ~ 3 - - J is the blank; qo is the initial state; qf
is the final (or accepting) state; and 6 is the next-move relation that is a subset of
~e × 3-× ~ × y × {l, r, s}. By assumption, there exists some k such that for any input
k
string g, M halts in at most Igl • To be consistent with the encoding tape(l), we
assume that k > y, where 3' is the maximum arity of relations in R and S plus 2.
Without loss of generality, we assume that a TM M halts whenever it enters an
accepting state.
The instantaneous description (ID) of M is represented with the following
predicates:

• cell(S, C, T): at time T, the tape cell at position C contains the symbol S;
• head(Q, T): at time T, the control head is in state Q;
• scan(C, T): at time T, the control head is scanning cell C.
Both the time T and the cell position C are represented by a tuple of k constants
according to the polynomial counter. However, for convenience, we will continue to
write them as a single argument.
The encoding of M, P(M), computes a representation of a sequence of IDs that
terminates, including the initial ID. The initial tape configuration is determined
according to tape(l). Let 0 be the k-tuple that represents the first element in a
polynomial counter. The initial head and scan position are as follows:

head( qo O)
scan(O,O).
Let delta(Q, S, Q1, $1, D) be the predicate representing the next-move relation for
M, where Q is the current state, S is the symbol in the cell being scanned, Q1 is the
next state, S 1 is the symbol that should replace S in the cell being scanned, and D
indicates the direction (left, right, or stationary) of tape head movement.
The following rule is for a nondeterministic choice of the next move:
move(Q, S, 01, S1, D, C, T/{Q, S, T} ~ {01, $1, D}).
move(Q,S, Q1,S1,D,C,T):cell( S,C, T), scan(C, T), head(Q, T), delta(Q, S, Q1, $1, D).
The functional dependency of move says that the next move (Q1,S1, D) is determined by the current state, the current symbol, and the current time. The effects of
a move are simulated as follows:
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cell ( S 1, C, T 1) :-move(Q, S, Q1, $1, D, C, T ) , next(T, T1) .
cell( OS, OC, T1):move( Q, S, Q1, $1, D, C, T ) , cell( OS, OC , T ) , ~ OC = C, next ( T , T 1).
head( Q1, T1 ) :-move( Q, S, Ql , $1, D, C, T ) , next(T, T 1).
scan ( C 1, T l ) :-move( Q, S, Q1, $1,1, C, T ) , next ( C1, C ) , next ( T, T 1).
scan(C1, T 1) :-move( Q, S, QI , $1, r, C, T ) , next(C, C 1), next( T, T 1).
scan(C, T 1) :-move(Q, S, QI, $1, s, C, T ), next( T, T 1).
The second rule for cell is the frame axiom saying that the symbol of any other cell
that is not currently being scanned remains the same in the next ID.
The following rule captures whether M enters an accepting state at the end:

accept :-head ( q f, T ).
Let I be an instance over R. By the construction of P(M), M accepts the input
tape(l) if and only if for some instance J over S, (I, J ) ~ p(P(M)). Furthermore,
the tape reached by M in an accepting state is an encoding tape(J) of a J, from
which J can be extracted. This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.1.

6. RELATED WORK

This section compares choice programs with other languages that express all
queries in NDB-PTIME, most of which can be understood only in operational
terms. We also compare the well-founded choice semantics with other declarative
semantics of logic programs.
Two factors seem to be important in order to express all polynomial-time
queries. One is nondeterminism, and the other is the control of different stages of
computation. Nondeterminism comes from the fact that a linear order is needed to
simulate the computation of a polynomial-time Turing machine--a critical step in
showing that all polynomial-time queries can be expressed. Assuming a fixed linear
order over the domain of values violates the principle of data independence in
query evaluation. Constructing an arbitrary linear order obviously requires nondeterminism. The control of different stages of computation is also important since
later stages cannot be started until after earlier ones are finished.
Abiteboul and Vianu studied systematically the expressive power of various
deterministic and nondeterministic languages of queries and updates [1, 2, 4].
Besides invention of new values, constructs for nondeterminism that are investigated include a nondeterministic "while" statement in procedural languages [4], a
"witness" construct in extensions of fixpoint logics [1], and a nondeterministic
production rule semantics of Datalog extensions [2]. The control of different stages
of computation is accomplished by the terminating condition of a loop statement
and the sequencing of statements in procedural languages [4], and by the composi-
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tion in formulas and the iterated computation of a fixpoint in fixpoint logics with
"witness" [1].
The nondeterministic production rule extension [2] is noticeably weak in control.
Consider the following (stratified) logic program:

q( X):-r( X,Y),
answer(X) :-p(X), ~ q ( X ) ,
which defines the difference of p and the projection of r onto its first argument.
There are two stages of computation, one for q and the other for answer. Clearly
~q(X) cannot be evaluated until q(X) is finished. In the production rule
semantics of the same program, both rules can be fired nondeterministically. The
negative literal ~ q(X) is evaluated according to the current working memory, not
whether q(X) is eventually derived. As a result, this query cannot be expressed by
the production rule semantics without additional devices such as universal quantification in the body of a rule [1].
The well-founded choice semantics provides nondeterminism based upon functional dependencies of predicates. The control of different stages of computation is
provided by the well-founded semantics, through (positive and negative) dependencies among predicates in a program. The choices are global within a well-founded
choice model, similar to various semantics of choice goals [13, 16, 22]. This is in
contrast to the "witness" operator [1], whose choices are local to a given step of a
fixpoint computation. That is, the "witness" operator may make different choices
at different steps of the computation of a single fixpoint.
In [11], Corciulo et al. showed that the dynamic choice ftrpoint (DCF) of
Datalog with choice expresses exactly all queries in NDB-PTIME. The dynamic
choice fixpoint is an operational procedure that makes choices at the earliest
possible stage. The control is based upon the staged computation in the operational procedure.
For example, the following program with choice, when executed according to
DCF, computes the complement of p with respect to u.

not_p(X) :-comp_p( X, 1).
comp_p( X, I) :-tag_p(X, I), choice((X), I).
tag_p( nil, 0).
tag_p( X, 0):-p(X).
tag_p( X, 1):-u( X ), comp_p(_ , 0).
The staged computation in DCF is as follows. First, tag_p(nil,O) and tag_p(X,O)
are derived for every X in p. Then all possible choices are made, deriving
comp_p( X, O) for every X in p. The choice goal ensures that no comp_p(X, 1)
will be derived for any X in p. The computation continues and derives
comp_p(X, 1) for every X in u, but not in p. Consequently the dynamic choice
fixpoint is only sound with respect to the model-theoretic choice [22], but is not
complete. The transformation of the Datalog program with choice into a logic
program has multiple stable models. Only some of them correspond to the model
computed by the dynamic choice fixpoint.
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The main contribution of our work is the integration of the well-founded
semantics with nondeterminism based upon functional dependencies of predicates.
The well-founded choice semantics has a declarative understanding that is independent of any operational or implementation details, and yet captures all and only
the queries in NDB-PTIME. It generalizes naturally both the model-theoretic
choice and the well-founded semantics. Furthermore we have identified the nondeterministic fixpoint semantics that is sound and complete with respect to the
well-founded choice semantics.
An important practical advantage is that existing methods of query evaluation
with respect to the well-founded semantics can be extended to compute the
well-founded choice semantics. An implementation of the well-founded choice
semantics is under way that is based upon SLG resolution [9]. As far as well-founded
choice models are concerned, assumptions can be made about only undefined
literals of the form ~ dcp(t'), where p is a constrained predicate. A key issue is to
make choices as early as possible to avoid redundant work, while maintaining
search space completeness with respect to the well-founded choice semantics.

7. CONCLUSION
Although a declarative semantics is deemed important for database queries and
logic programs, a common drawback cited against the declarative approach is the
lack of expressive power. More expressive languages have been developed, most of
which can be understood only in operational terms.
This paper integrates the well-founded semantics with functional dependencies
of predicates in order to support nondeterminism. The well-founded choice semantics provides a declarative meaning for a logic program with functional dependencies, which is independent of any implementation details, and yet captures precisely
nondeterministic polynomial-time queries. Moreover the nondeterministic fixpoint
semantics is shown to be sound and complete with respect to the well-founded
choice semantics.
From a practical point of view, the well-founded choice semantics combines the
advantages of the two established declarative semantics, namely the well-founded
semantics and the stable models. Like the well-founded semantics, the well-founded
choice semantics is robust, i.e., defined for all logic problems (with negation), and
has a polynomial time data complexity for function-free programs. Like stable
models, the well-founded choice semantics supports nondeterminism, and generalizes the model-theoretic choice based upon stable models.

This work was inspired by the work of Corciulo, Giannotti, and Pedreschi on the expressive power of the
dynamic choice fixpoint of Datalog with choice. Comments and suggestions from the anonymous
referees are deeply appreciated.
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